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APPLICATION FOR REHEARING OF DOMINION RETAIL INC. 
 

Pursuant to section 10-113 of the Public Utilities Act (the “Act”) and section 200.880 of 

the Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) Dominion 

Retail Inc, (“Dominion”) submits its Application for Rehearing (“Application”) of the order 

issued in the above captioned docket entered on October 3, 2012 and served on October 4, 2012. 

(“the Order”). 

This Application for Rehearing raises a single issue relating to Rule 412.110 - Uniform 

Disclosure Statement.  There is a clear conflict between the Order, which accepts Dominion’s 

proposed changes, and the rule itself, which does not contain Dominion’s recommended 

language.  The Commission should correct that error and make the rule changes that it apparently 

intended to make. 

In order to understand the discrepancy between the Order and the Rule, it is necessary to 

review the history of this issue.  The rule attached to the Administrative Law Judge’s Proposed 

Order was titled “Universal Disclosure Statement.”  Typically, a disclosure statement provides 

consumers with a concise summary of important contract terms and conditions in clearly 

understandable language and format.  For example, 815 ILCS 505/2TT (d)(1) and (2) require 
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prepaid calling cards to display the most important disclosures on the card itself and additional 

less crucial disclosures in the calling card packing materials.   

While the proposed rule appropriately established the key terms and conditions that must 

be set forth in the disclosure statement, it did not require any uniformity in the presentation of 

that information.  Additionally, the rule added a series of statements that RESs must include in a 

disclosure statement [83 IAC 412.110 (j) through (p)].  These statements were sufficiently 

lengthy that the proposed rule required RESs to use 12 point font and up to two pages to fit in all 

of the required information.  The resulting “uniform disclosure statement” was neither universal 

nor useful as a disclosure of important contract terms and conditions.  In reality, the uniform 

disclosure statement requirement was little more than a recitation of the terms and conditions that 

would be appropriate for the contract between the RES and the customer.  The net result is that 

this provision would have required ARES to double the amount of material that they are 

obligated to send to customers and double the amount of text that careful customers must read.  

Yet the customer would not receive any incremental value from this additional effort.   

In its Brief on Exceptions, Dominion agreed with the need for a uniform disclosure 

statement as well as the need for minimum contract terms and conditions that are consistent with 

83 IAC 412.110.  Dominion therefore proposed that the Commission modify the rule to require 

both.  Dominion suggested that the Commission revise the rule to convert the universal 

disclosure statement requirement into minimum contract terms and conditions.  Dominion Brief 

on Exceptions at p. 4.  Thus, RESs would be required to ensure that their contracts contain all of 

the information set out in Rule 412.210.  Id. at p. 5.  Recognizing that a truly uniform disclosure 

statement would provide customers with the best tool for understanding their rights and 

responsibilities and comparing RES offers, Dominion recommended that the Commission hold 
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workshops so RESs and the Commission’s Office of Retail Market Development could work 

together to devise a single uniform disclosure statement to be used by all RESs that would 

provide a clearly understandable and highly summarized version of the crucial contract terms 

and conditions.  Id. at p. 4-5.  

The Commission’s order agrees with Dominion on the need to convert the uniform 

disclosure statement requirement into a minimum contract standards requirement.  The Order 

states: “the Commission will adopt Dominion’s proposal to discard the Uniform Disclosure 

Statement in favor of creating a minimum set of standards for the RES sales contract.”   

Commission Order, p. 27.  The actual rule, however, does not reflect the Order.  Instead, the rule 

adopted by the Commission still contains the language from the ALJPO, with several additional 

disclosures recommended by parties in their briefs on exceptions.1  The bloated “disclosure 

statement” has become so voluminous that the Commission accepted the proposal of the Retail 

Energy Supply Association to allow RESs to use 10 point type in order to fit it all in two pages.  

This document will not serve its intended purpose of providing an easy to understand statement 

of contract terms and conditions.  It will be a uniform disclosure statement in name only.   

Dominion believes that it is appropriate to establish minimum contract terms and 

conditions and to require a truly uniform disclosure statement.  The Commission should 

therefore modify the rule in order to be consistent with the Order and turn the disclosure 

statement into minimum contract terms and conditions.2  The Commission should then order the 

                                                            
1  See Appendix to Order at p. 4-5. 
2  Dominion proposed the following language in its Brief on Exceptions: 
Part 412.110 Uniform Disclosure Statement Minimum Contract Terms and Conditions 
In addition to providing the customer with a copy of tThe sales contract, RES agents must 
disclose the following information to the customer, prior to any enrollment for electric 
service, regardless of the form of marketing used. The sales contract written Uniform 
Disclosure statement must use 12 point font or larger, and, if it is a separate document, it 
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Office of Retail Market Development to hold workshops with RESs to devise a concise, 

understandable and uniform disclosure statement. 

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, the Commission should take the following 

actions: 

1. Revise the Rule to change the “universal disclosure statement” into minimum or 

required contract provisions; and 

2. Direct the Office of Retail Market Development to work with RESs to devise a 

uniform disclosure statement. 

Dated:  November 2, 2012 

     Respectfully submitted, 
     Dominion Retail, Inc. 
 
     /s/_Stephen J. Moore______________ 
     By: Stephen J. Moore 
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Kevin D. Rhoda 
Rowland & Moore LLP 
200 West Superior Street 
Suite 400 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
(312) 803-1000 (voice) 
(312) 803-0953 (fax) 
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must not exceed two pages in length: 
*** 
Dominion Brief on Exceptions at p. 5. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of Dominion Retail, Inc.'s Application for Rehearing has been 
served upon the parties reported by the Clerk of the Commission as being on the service list of 
this docket, on the 2nd day of November 2012, by electronic mail. 
 
 
     /s/_Stephen J. Moore______________ 
     Stephen J. Moore 
     Rowland & Moore LLP 
     200 West Superior Street 
     Suite 400 
     Chicago, Illinois 60654 
     (312) 803-1000 
     steve@telecomreg.com 
      

ATTORNEY FOR Dominion Retail, Inc.  


